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from the surface of Mars. The big 
unanswered question is, What belched? 
Subsurface Martian cows are highly 
unlikely. But scientists are seriously 
considering the possibility of bacteria.”
As The Independent picks up the 
story: “One possibility is that the 
methane is produced by Martian 
microbes living deep enough for 
underground water to be in liquid form. 
At this depth they could be living off 
hydrogen formed when water molecules 
split apart, along with carbon dioxide 
which could act as a source of carbon, 
producing methane as a waste product.”
The alternatives to bean-eating 
Martians are about as exciting as finding 
hydroxyl radicals in interstellar space. 
That would include volcanic activity 
(unlikely, given the lack of other telltale 
gases); a methane-toting comet (but we 
should see a big impact crater); Martian 
fossil fuel (OK, that would be fairly cool); 
or geochemical reactions well known on 
earth that also produce methane. 
The Boston Globe poured cold 
water on the story, using logic — darn 
them — to deflate the claim. “Scientists 
agreed that the origins of the gas were 
more likely to be geological, some citing 
Occam’s Razor, the principle that the 
simplest explanation is usually best.”
Those more prosaic possibilities 
seem like something we would have 
read about in Scientific American. 
Oh — wait. We did. In an issue from 
spring of 2007. That’s right. The subject 
of methane on Mars is actually not 
exactly a revelation. “Mars, it seems, 
occasionally burps sizable volumes of 
methane gas,” Sky & Telescope noted 
on its website. “This, in itself, isn’t 
exactly fresh news. Both ground-based 
telescopes and Europe’s Mars Express 
orbiter detected whiffs of Martian 
methane several years ago.”
The twist here is that the gas is not 
emitted constantly. This latest batch 
seems to have been belched during 
the Martian summer of 2003. In fact, 
almost as interesting as where the 
methane originated is what happened 
to it. The Washington Post garbled that 
mystery with this attempt at analysis: 
“The methane does not last long in the 
Martian atmosphere, which is made up 
largely of carbon dioxide that breaks 
down the gas much more quickly than 
on Earth.”
Actually, methane is slowly degraded 
by sunlight, not CO2, and should persist 
for hundreds of years. Instead, there 
is apparently an oxidant on Mars that 
is removing the methane rapidly from 
the atmosphere. That’s actually an 
interesting chemical mystery, but it 
doesn’t hold a candle to finding the 
source of the methane.
You will be shocked to learn that the 
NASA press conference ended up with 
the conclusion that we really ought to 
beef up our Mars exploration program 
to get to the bottom of this mystery.
“Because venting methane was 
found at several locations, [NASA 
scientist Michael] Mumma has been 
urging NASA to consider them as 
landing sites for the Mars Science 
Laboratory, a $2 billion rover scheduled 
to launch in 2011,” The Los Angeles 
Times reported. “He said some of the 
terrain would be difficult for a landing, 
but he said he hopes the methane 
discovery will focus attention on how 
NASA might further explore its origins.”
So the truth at last: methane on Mars 
is not just a possible signal of life out 
there. It’s a possible signal of continued 
life here at NASA — as the space 
agency tries to weather the hostile 
environment of global recession.
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Gas effects: How the Guardian led the methane story.The United Nations held its most 
recent meeting in an effort to replace 
the expiring Kyoto protocol on 
climate change in Poznan, Poland in 
December. The culmination will be at 
a meeting in Copenhagen at the end 
of this year. But many are increasingly 
concerned that progress is too slow 
and that other measures are needed 
to speed things up.
So, at side meetings at the UN 
Poznan meeting, plans were firmed 
up for a proposed renewable 
energy agency which was formally 
launched last month. It marks the first 
worldwide lobby group designed to 
ensure the sector has a clear voice 
at the Copenhagen meeting and can 
bolster developments worldwide.
The agency says there is an 
institutional gap whereby the 
renewable energy industry is 
not adequately represented 
at the UN’s climate change 
talks and other international 
 negotiations relating to en-
ergy and climate change
Originally proposed by the German 
government and supported by 
Denmark, Spain, Poland, India and 
Ethiopia, the International Renewable 
Energy Agency (Irena) invited other 
governments to join the group, which 
will aim to promote the industry and 
advance the most effective models 
and technologies for renewable 
energy capacity in both developed 
and developing economies.
The agency says there is an 
institutional gap whereby the renewable 
energy industry is not adequately 
represented at the UN’s climate change 
talks and other international negotiations 
relating to energy and climate change. 
Representatives from more than 100 
countries turned up for the inaugural 
meeting of Irena in Bonn late last month.
The new agency “is an important 
step forward in fighting climate 
change. Irena will help us make 
informed decisions and to use 
A new international agency aiming to 
promote renewable energy was set up 
last month. Nigel Williams reports.
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way,” said Connie Hedegaard, the 
Danish minister for climate and 
energy. “Support for Irena will make 
it much easier for us to reach an 
ambitious and truly global climate 
agreement in Copenhagen,” she said.
And the plans have had broad 
appeal. In India, more than 50 per cent 
of the population is without access 
to electricity, and India hopes Irena 
will help develop rural electricity 
supplies from stand-alone, rather than 
centralised, sources. 
Ethiopia, which is well endowed with 
potential renewable energy resources, 
is backing Irena as it seeks strategic 
help to develop these resources to 
help eradicate poverty in the country.
Sigmar Gabriel, Germany’s 
environment minister, welcomed the 
launch of the new agency, arguing 
that it would help promote the 
emerging sector at a time when the 
global economic downturn has led 
to fears that some capital-intensive 
alternative energy projects may find it 
increasingly difficult to attract funding.
“This is precisely the right time 
for Irena,” he said. “Climate change and the financial crisis demands a 
clear focus on future-oriented and 
sustainable technologies such as 
renewable energies.”
But, at a meeting of the World Future 
Energy Summit last month in Abu Dhabi, 
there was disappointment that the UK 
and the US, then under President Bush, 
seemed unwilling to join up. The UK’s 
reluctance appeared the more surprising 
as it has claimed to be seeking major 
renewable energy goals and has an 
ambitious wind-energy programme.
Britain is thought to be hesitant 
to put its name to the new agency 
because it is viewed with suspicion by 
the International Energy Agency. The 
IEA, established by the UK and the US 
in the aftermath of the 1970s oil price 
shock, does not want to see its role 
eroded. But many in the green energy 
sector have become more critical of 
the Paris-based IEA, claiming that 
it is more focused on oil and less 
concerned about new renewable 
energy sources. A recent report by 
the IEA was deemed by some critics 
to have underplayed the role of 
renewable energy sources, something 
it denies.Britain wants to see itself as a 
leader in the fight against climate 
change and has trumpeted London 
as a centre for carbon trading and 
other clean technology innovation. 
But its results have often fallen short 
of the rhetoric and the credit crunch 
is having an impact. Other countries 
have been stealing the march in 
implementing renewable energy 
technologies.
The German environment secretary 
in Abu Dhabi called on the European 
Union to hold its nerve and stick to 
carbon reduction targets in the face of 
the credit crunch. James Alix Michel, 
president of the Seychelles, attacked 
the west for failing to do enough to 
tackle an issue which could put his 
entire country under water.
“The time for straddling the fence is 
over. We can save these communities 
if only we have the will.”
And policies in the US may be 
set for major change. President 
Obama has made a pledge to pursue 
policies to develop renewable energy 
technologies, so the US may soon 
turn out to be a major player in this 
newly expanding field.
